
RADIANCE 21 SCHOLARSHIP FEED BACK  

Being a Radiance21 scholar, how has it helped me so far? 

First of all I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Radiance21 

Scholarship team whose help has been enormous in my undergraduate journey. 

With His blessings, I have finally graduated my Bachelor of International Relations 

with Honors and it would not be possible without the scholarship, funding and 

guidance I have received from everyone. Being a Radiance21 scholar has helped 

me to focus on my free time to do something that will add value to my degree, 

instead of focusing on the financial burden. Hence, this scholarship has made a big 

difference in my education and how I spent my free time. Thanks to the scholarship 

I am able to fully utilize my time during my study years through volunteering 

opportunities and internships, which have been crucial in helping me to strengthen 

my skills such as communication and interpersonal. Radiance21 scholarship has 

helped me to make impossible things possible by removing the financial barrier 

that I have to carry before. On that note, I am truly grateful to the Radiance21 team, 

mainly to Syaza Nazura, Aizan Fahri, Khairul Nazran and Wan Mohammad Ali. These 

four have become my main inspiration and motivate me to work harder, personally 

or academically.  

My degree is also, about time, is dedicated to all the donors who have been 

so generous and now that I am ready to offer my talents to the world, I can assure 

you that the investment put on me is used for a good cause. The impact of that 

kindness will ripple and reaching far beyond what they have imagined. I am forever 

grateful for the donors, the Radiance21 team and also Skolafund team who have 

made this possible. All the dedication and hard work has given me an opportunity 

in my life and literally paved a way for me to gain education.  

 

 

 


